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Owiug to the great influx of undergraduate students in the 1950's and

1960's, academic institutions, and hence libraries, directed their major

efforts toward the development of programs and' facilities for undergraduates.

Graduate students, despite their increasing numbers (more than two and a half

times as many nationwide in the years between 1960 and 1972
1
), were, if not

forgotten, largely ignored. Concurrent with the emphasis on undergraduates

was the tremendous increase in all types of publishing coupled with large

infusions of federal money to library book.budgets. Together the emphasis

on undergraduate programs and the intensive development of book collections

occupied and preoccupied librarians to such an extent that they almost pre-

cluded the possibility of directing any special attention to the needs and

problems of graduate students. It was not until the late 1960's that

49
librarians really began to take notice of the increasingly large graduate

te
student population which, by that time, was a complex mix of students from

Ca

QC a wide variety of backgrounds. Today affirmative action and equal oppor-

O
cut
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tunity programs are opening graduate education to students who frequently

have special needs and special problems that Often require service on an

individualized basis A still different kind of need is presented by the

"older" students, especTally those in fields in which knowledge and training

quickly become obsolete, who are returning to the campus in greater and

'greater numbers for brief refresher courses. Each group of students makes

very different demands on the library.

In addition to a ,shift in the mix of students, many significant

developments have taken place in higher eduCation. . Methods of teaching and

course content have changed considerably and research is becoming more

diversified and more specialized. As 9 consequence of these factors,

graduate students are making less use of prescribed reading lists and course

reserves and greater use of a broad range'of materials. The application of

the interdisciplinary approach to nearly all fields of study and the growth

of new combinations of subject Matter within fields have tended to promote

more independent study and research. The interdisciplinary approach has

caused the creation of a vast array of *specialized reference tools to
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provide in-depth access to materials in related disciplines, but it is also

creating,a massive void for.which suitable reference works are not yet

available requiring reference librarians to become increasingly imaginative

and creative in ferreting out needed information. The use of a wide variety

of technological aids, from the computer to video tape, has opened new

areas for research and has provided new techniques for supplementing class-

room teaching': Their use has promoted the creation, in many institutions,

of an entirely new concept of library service which provides the students

with specially equipped carrels or viewing rooms for using slides, movies,

video tapes, or closed-circuit television.

It is becoming increasingly apparent-that providing a large book

collection is only one element of good library service. Research libraries

are extremely complex organizations and unless service programs designed

to teach students the effective and efficient use of a large library are

fully developed, their rich resources will lie largely untapped except to a

knowledgable few. We cannot continue to justify the expenditure of millions

of dollars each year to build collections which are only minimally used.



New ways must be developed to permit and encourage greater exploitation of

ti

the collections. Given present economic conditions, there seems little

likelihood that budgets for staff will be augmented to any significant

degree in the foreseeable future so the cost of such programs may have to be

funded, to some extent at least, at the expense of the book budget. The

idea of sacrificing a small part of the book budget for service programs will

become less abhorrent as national plans for resource sharing and cooperative

collection development reach a more advanced state and as specialized pro-

grams for graduate students are more highly developed and have fully proved

their worth.

In studying for the doctoral degree, graduate students are attempting

to gain in-depth knowledge of a specialized field and to prepare for a

ureer in which research is a basic element. To achieve these goals,a

thorough understanding of the organization and intricacies of a large

library and the acquisition of research skills are absolutely essential. A

recent survey by the Dissertation Review Committee in the Graduate'School

at The. University of Michigan revealed that faculty, Ph.D. candidates, and
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Ph.D. alumni felt that the five most important objectives of the disserta-
,.,

tion were to acquire broad research skills, to organize and 'communicate

research findings, to develop the capability of making future contributions

to knowledge, to identify important problems, and to develop high-leve

problem-solving skills. According to the survey, the respondents' judge-

ments about the importance of dissertation objectives are related in part

to the academic division in which they operate. By and large, the life and

%

physical scientists were most oriented to high-level problem-slving, con-

tributing thereby to the advancement of knowledge.. To a lesser extent, the

social scientists were concerned about essentially the same things. Ph.D.s

in humanities nnd'education, on the other hand, had a greater interest in

more generalized research skills than in high-level problem-solving skills

and placed greater emphasis on communication to the public and to students

in the classroom.
2 To achieve these objectives, graduate students must be

given a thorough indoctrination into the effective methods of using library

resources if they are to develop fully their capacity to pursue research.

independently.
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In an institution such as The University of Michigan which grants

'.Ph.D. degrees in over. 100 fields and Master's degrees in more than 150 and

which has over 15,000 graduate students who are required to work through

the maze of one of the largest research libraries in the country, the need

for specialized programs is obvious and overwhelming. These programs neces-

sarily take a wide variety of forms according to the community of scholars

served. A number of libraries at Michigan have special programs for

graduate students.

For example, the automated data bases in NEDLINE, the independent

interlibrary loan network established by the National Library of Medicine,

make available to. clientele of the Medical Center Library the broad range

medAai and,orelated scientific literature. Undei development at the

Medical Center is 'a massive media program to coordinate the use of

all vtdeo and audio materials for the medical community. Computerized

carrels will be an.important component of this new service.

The Engineering Library has developed two special programs to instruct

students, faculty, and others about the resources and services of that

4
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library. Only about one-third of the people taking advantage of these

programs are engineers, the other two-thirds being library science students,

faculty, or representatives of local industry. One of the programs is a

slide presentation illustrating the use of the catalogs, basic indexes, and

c>

the union list and delineating the kinds of services SAilable. The slide

presentations are narrated by staff, rather than being recorded on tape, to

permit interaction between staff and viewers -- this way the students can

-

stop the presentation to ask questions or to request further explanation.

The oter,,,program is divided into three, sets: indexes and abStracts,

patent's and standards, and government documents and technical reports. In

this latter program) it was decided against using .ap a-if approach because

the information is more detailed and more difficult to grasp. Instead,

liberal use is made of handouts showing examples of eypes of materials and

giving explanhtions of box4 to use the tools in, the field. Both programs

have een highly successful.
3 Engineering and Medical are the two largest

divisional libraries. Other divisionals have developed special programs
1

according to the needs of the students they serve.

a
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The Graduate Library at Michigan, which houses the main research

collection, serves primarily, but by no means exclusively, the graduate

students and faculty in the more than thirty academic departments in the
sr

social sciences and humanities. Students in these disciplines rely most

heavily on the library' for their research and require the broadest range

of scholarly mat rials and the greatest diversity, of special services. If

such students wander aimlessly about the library, testing and probing with

only marginal success, the quality of their work is diminished and the time

necessary to complete 1.t is lengthened.

In order to meet the widely varying needs of a large graduate stUdent

.population and a research-oriented faculty, as well as to serve as the

primary research library on campus and as a 'resource library for the entire

.State, it has been, necessary for the Graduate Library to deVelop or expand a

broad range of services. These include the traditional services of inforha-

tion, reference, interlsibraY loan, and microforms, among others, to which a

ofnumber new services have been added including a serials service, a pub-
.,. ,

lishing program, and bibliographic instruction.
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Since the control and servicing of periodicals and serials had long

been one of our greatest
weaknesses, one of the highest priorities for new

services was given to this area. Included are a non-circulating periodical

collection comprising the bieund volumes of about 400 of the most heavily-

used titles and an adjacent current serials service which incorporates, an

_improved method of controlling unbound serial publications and an expanded

serials reference service. An index room containing the periodical and

newspaper indexes and the major abstracting services was established in

close proximity'to both the current serials service and the public catalog.

A completely different kind of service, designed to provide students

with a wide variety of specialized information
needs, has been a publishing

program. The most significant of the publications in the program is the

Graduate Library Guide Series which ultimately will provide each discipline

or special sub-area with critically annotated
bibliographies of the major

research tools in the field.

Another type of program, and the one which has had the greatest impact

on the training of graduate students and which will have the most far-

4
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reaching ramifications for the future, is bibliographic instruction. This

program has dealt the most directly with the specialized needs of graduate

students and gives them extensive training in research methodology and an

in-depth introduction to research materials. Term-long courses are tailored

to the specific needs of advanced' graduate students in a given sub-field

and the techniques learned can be applied to related disciplines and to any

other research library. In addition to providing them with subject-specific

information, students are taught how to dispel the mysteries of a large

library. These courses, taught in the library by librarians, are a direct

scholarly service to the academic programs and have resulted in a major

extension of the library's contribution to the educational process. It is

also this service which most closely parallels the mission of the Univer-

sity -- the elvancement and organized transmission of learning. When fully

developed, this program will have a major impact on teaching and research

and also on the status and stature of librarians in the academic community.

Making significant changes in service p'atterns is sometimes very

difficult, especially when those changes require substantial alteration of
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attitudes and habits. We have been fortunate in the Graduate Library because

two major building projects over the last ten years have made change an

accepted way of life. It has been possible to take advantage of the natural

upheaval and resulting physical alterations with a building under construc-

tion to shift'direction and to introduce a new concept of service with

additional
relatively littletstress. Many of the'Staff, stimulated by the visual show

pf progress that the construction of a new building made, were eager to

extend that progress to an expansion and improvement of the total range of

*services offered. Each departmental unit within the Graduate Library was

asked to review its operations and to set both short- and long-range goals

and priorities. These were correlated and melded with the broader goals of

the Graduate Library and with the mission of the University Library as a

whole.
Y

In establishing new service patterns, the primary goals were to

develop ways of reaching as many students as possible on as individualized

a basis as limited staff would permit, to make an attempt to minimizethe

factory or supermarket atmosphere of a large institution, and to develop
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techniques which would make it possible to respond more quickly to the

OP

changing needs of students and 'to changes in the University community. In

setting priorities, first rank was given-to-those service which would

complement the University's dachi function and the educational process

/

to the greatest extent and which Would have the greatest impact on the

training of graduate students. Traational,services, with major improve-
. 0

ments, had to be maintained, leaving at the bottom of the list a myriad ofl

miscellaneous functions that are'now being done if and as ,time permits.

Backlogs in these things have rarel3, been of serious concern -- some of
/

Actually,
them seerdno longer to matter very much. 4-the baticiogs'are caused primarily

by lack of clerical help and have relatively little to do with the new,

priorities. In most cases the staff has been so stimulated by the new

challenges tha twice as much is being accomplished.

Setting .!goals and esabliShing priorities are relatively easy -- or,

at least relatively easier in times of restrictive budgets than finding

staff with the time, the energy, and the creative ability to plan, imple-

ment,, and. continue new programs'. In order to stimulate staff sufficently
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to insure full cooperation and to gain a commitment to:.any new endeavors, it

is vital that they be deeply involved in the planning and decision -making

processes. 1.12..jor changes cannot be made without their enthusiastic support,

.

for it is they
e

whbo will do all of the,hard work and they who will be directly

responsible.for any success a new program achieves.

A major consideration in the setting of priorities and the subsequent

b

Oassigning of duties, whether to professional or to support staff, was to

insure that each individual was given,:opportunity, through a variety of

responsibilities, for maximum personal growth and development. It was

intended that over a period of time all professional librarians, for example,

would be given broad experience, as their talents and inclinations sug-

gested, in,supervision, book selection, instruction, reference,-and special

services. 'Giving staff a wide range of experience increases their interest

in and commitment to the library. It also produCes a staff Which is very

knowledgable and is flexible enoug To makeshifts in program emphasis with

maximum ease. The fullest and'best/use of our human resources, is one of the

most important elements in any library service program and their proper

_1 4.



utilization will become even more vital as budgets continue to decline. In

order to take advantage of the many technological changes that will occur

over the next decade and to implement innovative and personalized services

to graduate students and scholars on a much'broader scale than is now

possible, every creative and driving force in the staff must be stretched

to its fullest potential for it is only by maximizing these resources that

we can shape and control the future.

4,
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